Web Engineering @ ncm.at
Salzburg. The student August Golser
of the UAS at Hagenberg completed
a 15-week practical course at the
internet agency ncm.at in Salzburg
and was a valuable member of the
NCM team because of his reliable
and exact working method. fdfdfdfdf
Mr. Golser was predominantly dealing with the
range of web design & producing and the tasks
ranged from smaller maintenance and optimization
work up to the HTML conversion of whole web
projects. Fast learning of the site structure and the
template system used by ncm.at was no big deal
for the trainee who was already experienced within
the range of web design. Quite often the student
could also prove his specialized knowledge which
he acquired in Hagenbergfor example by dressing
of video sequences for the the use on the internet.
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In principle, August was responsible for the tasks
which were assigned to him alone. But he could
come up with questions to his colleagues and discuss
the proceeding which he has chosen at any time.
Therefore the student could still further extend his
know-how within the range of web design and gain
many experiences which also had an impact into
his term paper. This paper with the title successful
web engineering was written parallel to the
professional practical training. More information
can be found at his homepage at work.creativeweb.at.
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During the entire practical course the working
atmosphere was very cooperative and pleasant. Also
the agency was very satisfied with the student
achievement.
Regarding to Mr. Greisberger, project manager of
NCM: Mr. Golser has become acquainted with
the tasks quickly and has very well converted his
theoretical specialized knowledge into the practice.
Beside some smaller projects, Mr. Golser was
considerably involved in the internationalization of
www.logoclic.de. He handled upcoming work with
a lot of commitment, pleasure and care. kjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
Internet agency NCM.at
Since the establishment in 1996, NCM offers its
customers full service internet solutions. With 12
fixed employees, ncm.at guarantees consultation,
handicraft and service on professional level. NCM
is a successful company with more than 400 realized
projects, honors and design prices as well as
customers which are successful on the internet for
several years. NCM has an emphasis within the
tourism range and is apart from individual internet
services predominantly dealing with the range of
A.G.
web marketing.
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